
Taking a Tactical Pause
Distraction (A.C.C.E.P.T.S.)

DBT Skills Group – Topic 7



Distraction and A.C.C.E.P.T.S. Skills- Key Ideas

• When we feel emotionally overwhelmed, but not in crisis, we can 
“take a pause” to allow ourselves to return to our ”wise mind” and 
our window of emotional tolerance.
• A.C.C.E.P.T.S. is a set of different techniques – some cognitive, some 

experiential, to provide distraction from the source of our distress. 
• Effective distraction techniques should, ideally, be in opposition to 

our default survival response (e.g., if you tend to freeze/dissociate, do 
something that is more active and connecting).
• Tactical distraction is different from chronic avoidance. One is helpful; 

the other can make things worse over time.



Review: When we get “triggered”, Limbic 
Brain prepares us for survival actions.

Threat detection, trauma memories
- trigger flight, fight, freeze, fawn responses



Nervous system cycling and stress



Nervous system and distress. 



Distraction: taking a constructive pause
• Time is our ally: taking a pause allows our nervous system to regulate, 

and our “rational mind” to come on line.
• To be effective, our distraction approach must:
• Buy time, while preventing us from doing anything to make things worse.
• Distract us from the immediate trigger of our distress, including memories 

and thoughts by turning our attention to something in the present moment.
• To be more effective, our individual “go to” strategies should:
• Reengage our neocortex – the seat of our “reasoning” mind.
• Work in opposition to our default survival mode.  Activate and connect if we 

tend to withdraw/dissociate.  Calm and connect if we are overactivated.
• Make us feel better – what we would like to do, not what we “should” do.



Some questions for group:

• Addressing shame: There is a difference between tactical distraction 
and avoidance. What do you see as the important differences?
• What are things that we may do to distract ourselves when upset that 

may actually intensify dissociation or withdrawal (hypo-arousal)?
• What are things that we may do when upset/afraid that may actually 

reinforce our over-activation (hyperarousal?)



A.C.C.E.P.T.S. - Distract until emotions subside
• Activities          Engage in positive, healthy activities that you enjoy.

• Contributing    Do something kind for another person

• Comparisons   Put current stress in context to what you or and/or
others have experienced and survived). No shame!

• Emotions         Do something to feel the opposite emotion. E.g., happy memory. 

• Push away       Deliberately postpone dealing with emotion, using activities,
mindfulness. Schedule time that you will revisit what you pushing away.

• Thoughts          Replace negative thoughts with other neutral thoughts.  
Engage “reasoning” mind by counting backwards, 
playing Sudoku, doing puzzle, paint by #, singing alphabet backwards, etc.

• Sensation Find ways to engage your five senses  and movement (e.g., listen to
outdoor sounds, take a warm bath, smell spices or put scents on a cotton
ball, take a walk or skip around the room, yoga/Quigong/stretching.



Take a pause, using 5 senses plus movement to 
pull our mind to experience the present moment.
• Sight. Use your vision to focus on something else. Focus on a picture. Count how many places you 

can see a certain color in the room, or focus on an object’s texture. You can also pull out your phone 
and scroll through some of your favorite photos.

• Hearing. Listen to sounds – any sounds. Can you hear birds chirping, water falling, or the sound of 
traffic outside? Turn the volume up on your favorite song and just listen. If you prefer soothing 
sounds, ther are many apps you can install on your phone to play on the go.

• Taste. A small treat can give you something pleasurable to focus on in a tough moment. You don’t 
need a full meal-a piece of gum, a few mints, a piece of dried/fresh fruit will do. You can practice 
“mindful eating”- paying attention to the smell, taste, texture, sensations while eating.

• Smell.  Whether it’s good or bad, focus on whatever scent is in the air. Can you identify the smell, 
or break it down into its components? For easy access to calming smells, make a small spice bottle, 
or put essential oils on a cotton ball in a plastic bag to keep with you.

• Movement. Your emotional state can be altered by your body’s movements. Take a walk around 
the block or local park, skip or dance around the room to your favorite music.  



Ideas from Weekend Transition
Indoor with/wo someone else
• Cooking – or eating someone else’s cooking. Cooking class or 

group pizza party (Thursday).
• Reading
• Nail polish, mani/pedi, lotions, bubble bath, hair/face mask, 

aromatherapy
• Art, clay
• Music: listen or play.  With movement. Onlne dance parties
• Phone call or zoom with a friend. Reach out to someone.
• Cleaning – feels really good. Listen to music or do this with 

others. 
• Listening to music video playlists
• Table top games – one person games – Pandemic, SushiGo, 

SpotIT, Code Names, Role 20 (D&D), Oculus, Gauntlet 
Legends

• App: HouseParty – play games with people

Outdoors
• Hiking, any experience of nature:
East Bay Regional Parks   EBRPD, ,Sausal Creek, Joaquin Miller
Visit baby bison in golden gate park
See the Tule elk in Pt. Reyes
• Picnic – going to Berkeley rose garden, space between for a 

blanket.  Pick up take out and go somewhere
• Gardening
• Marin- China Camp Beach (microbeaches), Rodeo Beach
• Saturday – Albany Bulb w/ LC community. Noon.  Food if 

desired. Meet at trailhead by parking lot. Meet at noon.
• Keyaks and paddle boards.  Elkhorn Slough, Moss Landing 

(near Monterey), 2 kayak rentals.
• Kayak rental: Cal Adventures (University), Sausalito , Jack 

London Square
• Feel and see the interconnection with the larger natural 

environment and biosphere


